
Thiot engineering, expert in shock physics of international 
renown is reorganizing its capital. To this end, the company 
is welcoming BNP Paribas Développement and Bpifrance 
Investissement Région in its capital.

This SME of the Lot (French Department), is developing – since 30 
years – a worldwide known high level expertise and a very rare 
know-how in the shock physics fi elds. This expertise relies on the 
combination of 3 components:

• Cutting-edge skills in the management of high pressure, allowing 
the design and the assembly of high-tech testing machines among 
which high velocity launcher and detonation chamber,
• A worldwide renowned laboratory dedicated to shock physics, 
with a unique private structure 
• Very rare skills in material characterization relying on the 
combination of two expertise experimentation and simulation.

The world record in the hypervelocity testing above 10km/s that 
is hold by the company - which it sure wants to overcome in the 
next few months – perfectly shows this exceptional know-how.

Thiot engineering represents a unique and essential competency 
centre, in the development and design of Defence instruments 
and materials and structures subject to conditions involving 
extreme potential shock. Its historical clients, are mainly from the 
Defence sector but also from the Space and Aeronautic sector. 
A largest share of the company revenue is realized abroad. Its 
machines are settled in research centres in France and in 11 
countries including the USA, Singapore and South Korea. The 
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About AURIGNAC FINANCE :

AURIGNAC FINANCE assists international 
groups and dynamic companies in 
designing and implementing their 
development strategies, through 
external growth, corporate transactions, 
and fund-raisings.

Incorporated in 2004, AURIGNAC 
FINANCE is the French representative 
of the international network MERGERS 
ALLIANCE, which gathers more than 
20 members and off ers geographic 
coverage in over 30 countries worldwide.
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The stakeholder of the operation:

Managers: Patrick Thiot, Frédéric Donadieu, 
Pierre Hereil
Investors: Bpifrance Investissement (Christine 
Busque, Thierry Decker), BNP Paribas 
Développement (Emmanuel Del Agua)
Seller - M&A Advisory: Aurignac Finance 
(Raphael Brenier, Christine Kairouz, Yann 
Chamary)
Seller - Corporate Lawyer – Tax structuring: 
Racine (Mélanie Coiraton-Mavré, Bruno Laff ont)
Seller – Financing business lawyer: Racine 
(Barna Evva, Polina Bogoyavlenskaya, Hélène 
Payen)
Seller – Tax business lawyer: Racine (Xavier 
Rollet)
Financial VDD: Eight Advisory (Fabien 
Thieblemont-Rozier, Marine Guillou)
Investors – Legal, social and tax DD: Decker 
et Associes (Bénédicte Grouchy)
Investors – Financial DD: Deloitte Finance 
(Fabien Mathieu, Bertrand Chaboussou, Julie 
Amoureux)
Debt: BNP Paribas (Frédérique Bousseau)

laboratories’ clients are international major key accounts.

Realizing around €10 million of revenue with more than 30 
employees, the company is currently experiencing a great 
development of its activity and have an excellent visibility on its 
long-term growth linked to the current and future dynamic of 
its markets. The capital entry of fi nancial investors point a fi rst 
step in the ramping up and the structuration of the company 
development, both in France and abroad.

For Raphaël Brenier, Associate at Aurignac Finance, “Thiot 
engineering is a very good example of the ability of numerous French 
SMEs to develop skills and technologies that allow French sectors to 
keep a leader position at a global level thanks to innovation. This is 
particularly true in the Defence sector, which we are familiar with after 
4 year of related experience in this fi eld (link towards CP ATI-Interco). 
Thiot engineering has been able to invest regularly in its technological 
expertise, it allowed the constitution of an incredible tangible and 
intangible asset that has become key in the long-term innovation 
and diff erentiation strategy of the major players in the Defence and 
Aerospace industry. This is what allows today the company to fully size 
the signifi cant potential that represents its market, and the investors 
perfectly understood that.”

Patrick Thiot, founding manager of Thiot engineering: “We are 
pleased to give a new dimension to our company with the arrival of 
BNP Paribas Développement and Bpifrance that we know through 
Bpifrance Excellence. Aurignac Finance knew perfectly how to 
accompany us from the beginning of the refl ections on the company’s 
future until the eff ective realization of the operation. The team knew 
how to explain us the ins and outs of this kind of operation and what it 
could bring to the company at the stage of development we currently 
knew. The team also went deeply in the analysis of our company and 
its market environment to highlight its assets in terms of know-how, 
business model and perspective on our markets. This work has been 
essential for us to choose investors that are most likely to accompany 
our project on the years to come”.


